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ABSTRACT: A microplane model, in which the constitutive properties are char
actenled independently on planes 01 various orientations (microplan"s), is pre
scnt~J. It I~ found that the basic ')chcIlle pn.?\lOus!y developed for OlOcretc i~ al~o 
valid for clay~. hut with certain modifications. The micro-macro cunstraint is ki
nematic. and the ~trcsse') on each 111icroplanc arc defined as explicit function~ of 
the volllInctric and deviatori<.: normal and shear cornponcnt~ of the macroscopic 
<.;train len~or on the lllicroplanc. To J.CC(lunt tor undrained hehavior, a pore water 
p""sure term that affects only the volumetric equations is introduced. This makes 
po"ihk the uncoupling of the stre,,-strain and the pore water p""sure formula
tion",. The Illudd i ... calibrated and verified hy cornpari<.;on~ With TlUIl1erOU\ data for 
both drained and undraineu tests, and good agreement IS attaineu, including volume 
changes. pore \vatl'r pre~~ure evolution, and variou'i strcss-qrain dlagram~. Al
though the model involves nine material parameters. four (or five in sotnc cases) 
can he fixed constant for all soils, and only five (or four) nec'd to he detamined 
by uata fitting. The fact that the stress is given as an explicit function of stram 
makes the lllodel ,uitablc for finite clement codes 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last two decades, significant progress has been achieved in the 
development of realistic constitutive models for nonmetallic materials such 
as concrete, soils, rocks, ceramics, high-strength composites, etc. Most of 
the early models were based on a phenomenologie approach that used the 
theory of plasticity with various modifications and hardening and softening 
rules to descrihe and predict the behavior of these materials. For soils. the 
plasticity-based modds (Mrol et a!. 1979; Prevost 1971\; Dafalias and Herr
man 1982) were shown capable of describing some basic features of inelastic 
response. and one particular version of the plastic models, called the critical 
state theory developed hy Roscoe and Burland (1968), Schofield and Wroth 
(I96R), Atkinson and Bransby (1977), and others, has heen one of the major 
achievements in this field. Another useful group of models, developed in 
the 1970s, was hased on the endochronic theory. first proposed by Valanis 
( 1971 ) for metals and later extended and modified for soils (Bazant and Kri
zek 1976; Cuellar et al. 1977: Ansal et a\. 1979: Valanis and Read 1980; 
Bazant et a\. 191\3: Bazan( and Kim 191\6) as well as concrete. The en
dochronic theory models provided a good, realistic. and quite general rep
resentation of material behavior, especially hysteresis and volume changes 
under cyclic loading, hut at the cost of considerable complexity and a large 
number of parameters. Combinations of plasticity with endochronic descrip-
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tion of volume changes at cyclic loading were proposed by Zienkiewicz et 
al. (1978). 

Recently. two new types of model~, hilsed on miroscopic material char
acteristics. have been proposed and extended for geomaterials: (1) The clas
sical slip theory of plasticity. developed initially by Batdorf and Budiansky 
(1949) for plasticity of metals, and its recent variants such as the multilam
inate and microplane models (Zienkiewicz and Pande 1977; Pande and Sharma 
1980, 1983; Pande and Xiong 191)2; Bazant and Oh 1983, 1985; Bazant 
1984; Bazant and Gambarova 1984; Bazant and Kim 1986; Bazant and Prat 
1987. 1988; Prat and Bazant 1989; Carol et al. 1990); and (2) particle sim
ulation, started by Cundall (1971) and Cundall and Strack (1979), and re
cently applied to heterogeneous materials, e.g., concrete. fiber composites 
and sand (Burt and Dougill 1977; Trent et al. 1987; Roelfstra 1987; Gili 
1988; Bazant and Oibolt 1989). 

This paper attempts constitutive modeling by a simplified micromechanics 
approach llf the type I mentioned previously. The micromechanical inter
actions between sources of inelastic defomlation in statistically heteroge
neous materials arc hasically twofold: (I) At distance; and (2) between dif
ferent orientations. These interactions are of course intertwined but are more 
easily treated separately. The interactions at distance give rise to nonlocal 
properties and can be approximately characterized by nonlocal models. The 
nonlocal approach can be applied to the type of models we will be studying 
(Bazant and Oibolt 1989) but is beyond the scope of the present study, in 
which attention is focused strictly on the stress-strain relation at a point of 
macroscopic continuum. 

In this paper, the type-I model, presently called the microp1ane model, 
will be applied to the triaxial inelastic behavior of clays. The original idea 
of the method is due to Taylor (1938), who proposed that the stress-strain 
relation be specifed independently on planes of various orientations in the 
material, assuming that either the stresses on that plane (now called the mi
croplane) are the resolved components of the macroscopic stress tensor (static 
constraint), or the strains on the plane arc the resolved components of the 
macroscopic strain tensor (kinematic constraint). The responses on the planes 
of various orientations are then related to the macroscopic response simply 
by superposition or, as has been done in recent works (Bazant 1984; Carol 
ct al. 1990), by means of the principle of virtual work. In the initial appli
cation to metals, beginning with Batdorf and Budiansky (1949), only the 
static constraint was considered, and so it was the early applications to soils 
(Zienkiewicz and Pande 1977; Pande and Sharma 1980, 1983; Pande and 
Xiong 1982) which successfully described some basic aspects of soil be
havior, other than strain softening. It appeared, however, that the microplane 
system under a static constraint becomes unstable when strain softening takes 
place (Bazant and Oh 1983, 1985; Bazant and Gambarova 1984). For this 
and other reasons. it is necessary to use the kinematic constraint, which will 
be adopted here. 

In applications to concrete, the microplanes may be imagined to charac
terize the planes of microcracking within the microstructure of the material 
[Fig. l(a)]. It was for this reason that the original teml slip planes. used in 
the applications to metal plasticity, became unsuitable and the more general 
teml microp/allc (permitting plastic as \vell as brittle response) was coined 
(Bazant and Oh 1983). For concrete. the microplancs are imagined chiefly 
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(a) micropiones 

micropione 
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FIG. 1. (a) Microplanes in Granular Material; (b) Microplanes in Cohesive Soil: 
1 = Microplane as Slip Plane between Clay Platelets; 2 = Microplane as Normal 
Plane to Clay Platelets; (c) and (d) Physical Interpretations of Microplane Stresses 

to reprcsent the planes of concentrated microcracking. in particular the thin 
contact layers between hard aggregate particles in which most of the inelastic 
deformation (possibly including also plastic slip) takes place. For clays [Fig. 
l(h)j, the microplanes may be imagined to represent the slip on the contact 
planes between clay platelets (Bazant and Kim 1986) or the planes normal 
to the platelets on which slip is manifested by normal strain (Bazant and 
Prat 1987). Although the correlation to the microstructural mechanism of 
inelastic defonnations is largely intuitive, the microplane model has the ad
vantage that it can distinguish among the intensities of inelastic strains at 
various orientations and describe how they are mutually constrained. 

In our development of thc model for clays. we will follow the scheme 
originally developed for concrete (Bazant and Prat 1988) and applied re
cently to the drained behavior of soils in a brief conference paper (Prat and 
Bazant 1989). In this paper, however. we will extend the validity of the 
model to undrained behavior as well. While the previous microplane models 
for clay dealt with creep (time-dependent deformation) of clay, the present 
paper will describe only time-independent deformations, but it will not be 
limited to deviatoric response. Generalization of thc present model for creep 
is planned for subsequent work. 
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BASIC HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis I 
The strains on a micropiane are the resolved components of lIll: macro

scopic strain tensor E'l' 

This hypothesis, which represents a kincmatic (tensorial) constraint, makes 
it possible to obtain stable response during strain softcning. while the clas
sical hypothcsis of static constraint would not. Strain softening does occur 
in soils, e.g., for shear of overconsolidated clays. According to this hy
pothesis, the strain vector on a microplane whose direction cosines arc fl, is 
E;' E"fl,. The normal component and its vector then arc (Fig. 2): 

( 10) 

(Ib) 

Thc latin lowcrcasc subscripts refer to Cartesian coordinates x, (i = I. 2, 
3), and repeated subscripts imply summation. The magnitude of the strain 
vector E" on the microplanc is IIE"II = V~ = V' fl, E" nk E". The vector of the 
shear strain component is EJ = E" - E,\', ami the shear strain components 
and magnitude arc 

FIG. 2. Strain Components on Microplane 
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in which 0" = the Kronecker's delta tensor. 
Physically, the microplanc strains E.'! and E r., may be imagined to represent 

thc sum of the inelastic rclativc displacements on all thc wcak plancs con
tained within a unit volumc of thc matcrial, plus the assoClatcd elastic dc
formations of all the particles. 

Hypothesis II 
The response on cach microplanc depends explicitly on the volumetric 

strain Ev. in the sensc that the microplane equations must include a separatc 
treatment of the volumctric (spherical) and dcviatoric normal components of 
strain. 

According to this hypothesis. we decompose thc strain tensor E" into its 
deviatoric and hydrostatic componcnts 

EU 
Ell::::"" ell 1- - 8,) 

3 
(3) 

where e'l = the deviatoric strain tensor. Introducing now (3) into (Ia). we 
obtain the following decomposition of the normal component of thc strain 
vector on the microplane: 

EN = Il,/l,(i'" + Eu 0,,) = n,fl,c" + EH 'A,,/l,/l, = n,fl,c'l -+- Eu = En + Ev .. 
333 

(4) 

where Ev = Eu/3 = the hydrostatic component of the strai n tensor. called 
the volumetric strain. which has the same value for all microplanes; and En 

= n,ll,c" = the normal component on cach microplane of the deviatoric strain 
tensor, called deviatoric strain. 

This hypothesis means that on a microplane we must consider three com
ponents of strain: (I) Volumetric E,; deviatoric nonnal En; and shear EJ (the 
last being a vector). The volumetric component Ev is the same for all the 
microplanes. The deviatoric normal component ElJ for a given microplane is 
a vector whose direction is fixed once the microplane has been chosen. The 
shear strain component Er , however, is a vector lying in the microplanc, 
whose direction is variable. In the present derivation, we will usc the three 
spatial components El, of the shear vector EJ. although one could also usc 
two in-plane components referred to a set of micropJane reference axes. 

Hypothesis III 
The volumetric response. deviatoric nonnal response, and the shear re

sponse on each microplane arc mutually independent, i.e., decoupJed. Note 
that this hypothesis implies independence of the volumetric and deviatoric 
response only on one microplane considered separately; macroscopically, they 
are, of course, coupled, due to interaction of the microplanes. 

Hypothesis IV 
The vector of shear stress ITr and the vector of shear strain E7 acting on 

a microplane are paralkl. i.e .. <T J , ~ E J . This hypothesis is introduced in 
the interest of reducing the number of unknowns. It would he possible, of 
course, to consider nonparallel (JT. and E r, within the microplanes, but then 
it would be necessary to calculate and store two shear components of stress 
and strain on each microplane instead of one. 

Hypothesis V 
The microplane stress-strain relations for monotonic loading histories (his

tories with no unloadll1g) arc path-independent. ie , they can he written as 
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total rather than incremental stres~-strain relations. This hypothesis does not 
imply path-independence for macroscopic monotonic loading; it means that 
all the macroscopic path-dependence is the consequencc of various combi
nations of loading and unloading on diffaent microplanes. 

EFFECTIVE STRESS 

According to the effective stress principle of soil mechanics, soil defor
mations depend on the so-called "effective stresses." The effective stress 
tensor cr:, characterizes the stresses transmitted by the solid skeleton 

IT:, = (T,! - pJ),! (5) 

where U'" = the total stress tensor; and pw the pore water pressure. The 
deviatoric effective stress tensor s~ is identical to the deviatoric total stress 
tensor .1'" 

Therefore, we need to introduce the effect of the pore water pressure only 
in the equations that affect the volumetric behavior of the material. Since 
the volumetric response does not depend, by definition, on the orientation 
of the microplanes, the stress-strain formulation can be uncoupled from the 
pore-pressure fOITnulation. The effective stress-strain equations will be for
mulated using the microplane theory, while the volumetric stress-strain-pore
pressure equations can be fonnulated macroscopically without the usc of 
microplanes. 

MICROPLANE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS AND MATERIAL FUNCTIONS 

We assume the existence of a functional relation between the strain and 
effective stress components on each microplane. Because of hypothesis III, 
the three components (volumetric, deviatoric normal, and shear) are mu
tually independent. Thus we can write 

IT~ = Fv(Ev) 

where E, = !IE/il 
cr;J = Fn(ED) CT; = Fr(Er)· . . . . ...... . (7) 

~. Differentiation of (7) leads to 

............. (8) 

F I ( Ev ), FD ( En), and FrIEr) = material functions that define the constitutive 
relation and are determined empirically. 

Volumetric Stress-Strain Relation 
We need to distinguish between hydrostatic compression and tension. For 

volumetric compression, we assume a relationship similar to the known ex
perimental curves obtained from oedomdric tests, e.g., a bilinear relation 
between Ev and log cr;,. 

Consider that the soil sample has an in situ vertical stress U'~crt and a hor
izontal stress cr~", = kllcr~crt, where kll = the lateral stress coefficient at rest. 
The maximum stress the soil has undergone is called the preconsolidation 
pressure p,. A soil is called overconsolidated if p, > cr;en, and nom1ally 
consolidated otherwise. If the soil sample IS overconsolidated, we will use 
for virgin (initial) loading (Fig. 3) 

(9) 
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FIG, 3. Microplane Volumetric Stress-Strain Relation 

where cr~ = (!/3)(U'~)crt + 2U'~o,) - p~ = (1/3)(1 + 2k()cr~"rt - p:: = the 
initial effective volumetric stress in situ; P:. = the initial pore water pressure; 
and C; = an empirical material parameter. If the two horizontal stresses 
CT~ and cr~ are unequal. we assume (T~", = (cr~ + cr~)/2. If the initial vertical 
stress is not less than the preconsolidation pressure, then the virgin loading 
branch can be described as 

u; = U,l',,:C,' with U" = CTml' ,~c: ....... (10) 

where cr and E = the maximum effective volumetric stress and strain ever 
reached.mThese"~wo state variables have the following initial values: 

" Em = 

Note that if the soil IS normally consolidated, i.e., if 17, 
O. 
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FIG. 4. Microplane Deviatoric Normal Stress-Strain Relation 

The unloading branches in compression arc defined so that in the (E" log 
(J~) space they arc straight lines of slope l/C~ (sec Fig. 3) 

( 12) 

where Ed = the valuc of Ev corrcsponding to the point on the unloading 
branch at which u, = (J~ 

_ (CO;) * ((T~,) 
E" - I - C,* Em + C, log iT, .. . ....... (13) 

and C,* = an empirical material parameter. 
For tension (i.e., when the current fT; < u~), we assume a stress-strain 

curve with a peak and a descending branch asymptotically approaching zero. 
The curve is shiftcd by a distance cqual to the latest value of E,,, so that 
continuity is maintained in the transition from compression to tension 

... (14) 

where E~ = (J~/C;; and p and Ep = matcrial parameters. Thc value of E~, 
is chosen so that continuity of slopes is maintained in the transition from 
compression to tension. 

Finally, for tension unloading, we assume a linear branch with slope E~ 
such that 

........................... (15) 

The volumetric curve thus defined ensures that the Ev - log u; relation for 
compression is bilinear [Fig. 3(h)]. 

In summary. C;, C,*, Ep ' and p are empirical material parameters; p, and 
a~ are given for each test and samplc, and Eo is computed from (13). 

Deviatoric Stress-Strain Relation 
. Again. in this case, we need to distinguish betwecn tension and compres

sIon. We assumc the following relations with a horizontal (plastic) plateau 
(Fig. 4) 

Un ~ Fo{E,,) = u;'d I - (' 4,,,,./),) 

a" - F,,( Ell) = (Tl~7{ I - e -knrl'lJi) 

if(T" 2: (). 

if(Tn<-'::() 

(16(1) 

( 16h) 

whcre the sign of (Tn (positive in c()mpre~siLln. negative in tension) is chosen 
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(a) 

Gr 
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(b) 

FIG. 5. Microplane Shear Stress-Strain Relation: (a) Normally Consolidated Clay; 
(b) Overconsolidated Clay 

according to thc usual convention in soil mechanics. In (I6a) and (I6h) 
a;w, u~r, krw, and knr are empirical material constants, not entirely inde
pendent if we enforce continuity of slopes at the origin. In that case, the 
following relation must hold: lu,;,kn, 1 = ia;" k",1 = E~), whcrc £~) = 
the initial elastic modulus. Eqs. (16a) and (16h) apply only for loading 
on the microplane. For unloading, we assume on each microplane linear 
elastic behavior with clastic modulus £7,. It must bc noted that the relation
ships defined by (I6a) and (l6b) act as the envclopcs for futurc loading
unloading-reloading cycles (Fig. 4). 

Shear Stress-Strain Relation 
Thc shear stress-strain relation must show a dependency on the overcon

solidation ratio rOCR = p</u~,", to take into account its effect on the mac
roscopic behavior (Fig. 5). Thus, we adopt the following equation: 

fTT = F,(ET) = u7[1 + (aE r - l)e- k1 "J. 

where 

a = (l,,(rOCR - I) .................... . 

( 17) 

( IX) 

and u;. k r . and all arc empirical parameters. Parameter a depends on rOCR: 

for nomlaily consolidakd clays, a = O. and the curve alway" has a positive 
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slope with an asymptotic horizontal plateau [Fig. 5(a)]. For overconsolidated 
clays,. a > 0, and the stress-strain curve exhibits a peak followed by a de
scending branch asymptotically approaching a residual value a; [Fig. 5(b) J. 
The unloading rules are shown also on Figs. 5(a and b). Note that if the 
initial shear modulus E~ is known, then the exponent kJ in (17) can be com
puted as kT = E~/u; - a. 

Eg. (17) represents only a relation between the nonns of the shear stress 
and shear strain vectors. However. since we have assumed (hypothesis IV) 
that these vectors are parallel, we can easily obtain the components of the 
stress vector as 

Er, 
Ur, = ITT - , ' , , , , , , .. , , , 

E) 

where U) = II00jji = Fr(Er ); and Er = Iidi. 
PORE-WATER PRESSURE 

(19) 

We have shown in (6) that the pore pressure must be introduced only into 
the volumetric equations, and therefore, the effective stress-strain model (for 
which we use the microplane model) can be uncoupled from the pore water 
pressure model, which is scalar and does not necessitate the microplane ap
proac~, For drained tests, in which no pore pressure is allowed to develop, 
the effective and total stress tensors coincide. and therefore a~ = U v. Thus, 
the total volumetric stress can be simply written as 

U" = CT~ = Fv(Ev) , , , , , , , , , , , , , .. , . , (20) 

However, in undrained tests the total volumetric stress must be com
puted as 

Uv = u; + Pw = Fv(Ev) + Pw ."",.,"', ... ,', ... ,',., ... ,', .. ," (21) 

To analyze the undrained behavior of a saturated cohesive soil, we will 
use the model developed by Ansal et al. (1979) as an extension of Bazant 
and Krizek's (1975) formulation for a two-phase medium, The basic as
sumptions are: (I) Both free and bound water behave elastically; (2) their 
compressibilities are the same; and (3) both can carry only volumetric stress. 

If no drainage is allowed. the volume change of the solid skeleton is equal 
to the volume change of the pore water. Then 

_ CT~ II 

Ev - - + E """"",.,.,.,', .. ,', .. ,.,.," 
3K 

" . , . , , , , , , , , " (22) 

where E" = the accumulated inelastic volumetric strain, and 

3C 
pw = -- EI' 

n 
(23) 

where n = the porosity; and Cw = the water compressibility, Eg. (23) can 
be combined with (21) and (22) to obtain the final equation for the pore 
water pressure 

CwK (TV ) 
Pw = nK + C'w K + 3E" ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (24) 

where K = 2G(l + v)/3(1 - 2v) bulk modulus. Similar to Ansal et al. 
(1979). we assume the following variation of the shear modulus G along the 
stress path: 
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( 

IT~' - a~, 3E" ) 
G = Go 1+ +-

IO(J"~ IOn 
, , , , , , , (25) 

The accumulated inelastic strain E" is obtained by integrating the inelastic 
volumetric strain increment dE", which is a measure of the time-independent 
densification dilatancy and can be written as 

C( 1 + 2.500Ev) 
dE" = --------------- d~ 

(\ + I.OOOJ~)(1 + ~)(I 
4[1" 

(26) 

+ 9,OOOE") 

in which C = a material parameter; J; = (l/2)E,}E,): a v = the total volu
metric stress; {J" = the atmospheric pressure: E" = the accumulated inelastic 
volumetric strain (densification dilatancy): and d~ = V (I /2)dE,)dE'J = path 
length increment in the strain space, The use of d~. borrowed from the en
dochronic models (Bazant and Krizek 1976: Cuellar et al. 1977: Bazant et 
al. 1983), has been shown to be particularly effective for cyclic loading. 

MACROSCOPIC CONSTITUTIVE LAW 

The basic structure we will use for the effective stress-strain law follows 
that of the latest version of the microplane model for concrete (Carol et al. 
1990), The constitutive law is written in terms of the current stresses and 
strains (and not in terms of their increments), which allows the model to be 
explicit with all the numerical advantages shown by Carol et al. (1990). 

Since the microplanes are cunstrained kinematically (hyputhesis I), it is 
impossible for the effective microplane stresses a~ and u~, to equilibrate the 
effective macrostresses u~ exactly, We need, though, to enforce the micro
macro equilibrium in an overall, approximate sense, As shown in Bazant 
(1984), this can be achieved by applying the principle of virtual work to a 
small unit sphere of the material. We imagine that in the microstructure the 
microplanes represent the force-transmitting weak planes of concentrated de
formation, i ,e" the interparticle contact zones, 

Let v"dH be the number of all the microplanes for which the normals lie 
within a small solid angle dB centered around the orientation vector n [the 
average spacing of these nearly parallel planes is s" = I/vv , Fig, I(c and 
d) 1, Assume that the stresses are constant over area fraction C(y v, £If! of all 
these planes (representing the extent of the contact zones) and zero over the 
remaining area fraction (I - cx,)v,dn [Fig. l(c)J. By virtue uf introducing 
coefficients VN and aN, the microplane stresses can be interpreted as the av
erages of the actual stresses transmitted through the contact zones. The vir
tual work of the effective microstresses on all the microplanes with normals 
lying within the solid angle dn, done in a small volume element Q VI), is 
«(J"~ DEy + U;,DET,lCXyVyj, Vo in which DE" and bET, are small variations of the 
microplane strains, The clement j, VI) is small enough so that the changes of 
IT:} and E" across this clement arc negligible. but large enough so the number 
of grains on contact zones within the element is large. According to the 
principle of virtual work. this must be equal to the work of macroscopic 
effective stresses a:, within this element. i,e 

~V()a:,8E'J = f aVo(a,~8E.v + CT~,8E/,)'!INdn, , , , 
l! 

(27) 

where '!Is = ayv",: and £In = sin 8d6Jd>, with 6 and d> = angular spherical 
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coordinates. The integration is carried out over a unit hemisphere of all ori
entations, e E (0, TI), <P E (0, TI), rather than the full sphere because the 
diametrically opposite points on the sphere correspond to the same micro
planc. In previous works, a function differing from function '¥N by a constant 
multiplicative factor was used, since the microplane stresse~ were not phys
ically interpreted as the average of the actual stresses transmitted through 
the contact zones. but as some stresses proportional to them. Function '¥,v 
is a weight function of the orientation n. which in general can introduce 
anisotropy of the material in its initial state. If, however, such a function is 
unknown, we can take approximately '¥ \" = constant. which implies iso
tropy. ~ubstit~ting now OE" = 1l,Il)OE,1' OE r , = (O,! - 1l,1l,)n,E/, and setting 
u~ = u, + Uo, we get 

U:,OE,) ~ J In,n/(T{, + u;,) + (0" - n,Il,)np;Yl',J!loE'1 
II 

........... (28) 

This variational equation must hold for any variations OE". However, since 
the strain tensor is symmetric, the variations of its nine components are not 
independent because OE'I = OE1,. Taking into account the fact that the volu
metric strain and stress is the same for all microplanes, the volumetric tenn 
in (28) can be taken out of the integral. Then. according to Carol et al. 
( 1990), the macroscopic effective stress tensor can be expressed as 

cr:1 = (T~O'I + J n,np;,'l''1 dH + J ~ (n,8'1 + 1118" - 2n,tll tl,)u;,'\!,dfl ... (29) 
l! l! -

where a{" u;), and a;, = the microplane effective stresses computed ac
cording to (7). The macroscopic total stress tensor a" then results from the 
principle of effective stresses of soil mechanics 

.... (30) 

where a;, is obtained from (29) and the pore water pressure pw from (24). 
The latter e4uation ean be rewritten as 

Pw = aCTkk + ~E" ..... . . ....... (31) 

with a = C/3(nK + C w) and f3 l)Ka. Thus 

.. (32) 

Denoting B'I = 0';1 + f3E"O'J (which IS a known tensor), we obtain the fol
lowing system of e4uatil'Ils for the unknowns cry: 

(33) 

The solution of this system of e4uations gives the values of the macroscopic 
total stress tensor and, therefore. the value of the pore watcr pressure as 
well. 

In practical calculations. the integration over a unit hemisphere is replaced 
by a summation over a finite number of microplanes of N m orientations (N m 

= 2 I is normally necessary): see BaZant and Oh (1986). A finite element 
program can be written in the manner described by BaZant and Otbolt (1989) 
and Carol et al. (1990). 

VERIFICATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The purpose of constitutive modeling is to find the simplest possible way 
to mathclnatically represent the often complex behavior of the m~ltcrials. One 
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must look for a model with the fewest possible parameters without sacrific
ing accuracy, so that the numerical and experimental results are in good 
agreemcnt. The microplane model has been proven to be a good material 
model in that sense: one can obtain accurate predictions of the material be
havior with a reduced number of parameters. In this seetion. we will show 
that this applies also to the model for soils, and we will justify the validity 
of the model by comparisons with several experimental data available in the 
literature. 

As has been shown in previous works (Bazant and Prat 1988: Carol et al. 
1990), there exists a relation between the macroscopic modulus of elasticity 
E, Poisson's ratio v. and the three initial elastic moduli on the microplanes 
(E~,. E7y, and E~). Assuming that the relation between the shear and volu
metric moduli is l]o = E~/E~. we can obtain the microplane moduli ac
cording to the following formulas: 

n E E\,= ---
I - 2v 

E~ = E~ r 5( 1 - 2~» 1 
3 _ 1 + v - 2Tj,,_ 
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Thus, a convenient way to organize the input data is to assume known E 
and v, suitably choose the first material parameter Tjll' and calculate the mi
croplane moduli from (34). 

The initial volumetric modulus E~ is closely related to the parameters 
C; and C;. From (9) and (10), it can be shown that for nonnally consoli
dated soils (rOCR = I) 

o 
Uv c* =-

r E~, .................. (35a) 

and for overconsolidated soils 

(T~, 
c* =-

.~ E~ 

where ~o 

c* 
c* = ---'-

c ~() 
(35b) 

C; /C* = the second material parameter. The rest of the pa-
rameters are: (I) Parameters of the volumetric stress-strain relation in tension 
(14): p (exponent) and Ep (peak strain); (2) parameters of the deviatoric stress
strain relation (16(1) and (l6h): u;c and u;r; (3) parameters of the shear 
stress-strain relation (17) and (! 8): u; and a,,: and (4) parameter C of the 
inelastic volumetric strain (26). 

Note that the exponents in (l6a), (l6h), and (17), knr. km, and kT' can 
be obtained as a combination of the other parameters and the initial clastic 
moduli, and therefore are not independent material parameters. Thus, the 
total number of parameters in the model is nine. However, after extensive 
verification, it has been found that some of the parameters show almost no 
variation from test to test, and so they may be fixed. The general values of 
these parameters are: 
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Tj() = 0.5, ~() = 0.1, Ep = 0.0001, p = 1 ........ . (36) 

The reduced number of parameters is then five (four if the soil is nonnally 
consolidated, because in that case parameter Ull is meaningless). Five is a 
small enough number for practical purposes. 

Fits of several typical test data from the literature are shown in Figs. 6-
13. The measurements are shown as the data points, while the results of the 
model are plotted as solid curves, unless otherwise indicated in the figures. 
The values of the Poisson's ratio v, Young's modulus E, initial void ratio 
eu (or porosity n), water compressibility C w, preconsolidation pressure p" 
in situ vertical stress u~er" and coefficient of lateral pressure at rest ko are 
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fixed prior to data fitting. according to the information provided with the 
experimental results. 

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the present microplane model and 
the results obtained with the critical state model, as reported by Pande and 
Shanna (1983). The parameters used are (J"1~C = 25.7 psi (0.1772 MPa). 
(J"~l = 8.3 psi (0.0572 MPa), a; = 20.1 psi (0.1386 MPa). and C = 3.5. 
These results correspond to a normally consolidated soil under triaxial 
compression and extension. in drained and undrained conditions. It can be 
observed from the figures that the results obtained with the microp!ane mode! 
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agree rather closely with those obtained with the well-known critical state 
theory of plasticity (Schofield and Wroth 1968). 

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained by Wood (1975) on cubic tests of kaolin 
ciay, with unloadmg-reloadIng cycle. The microplane model, it is shown. 
can reproduce the experimental data rather well. including the unloading
reloading phenomena. The parameters used in this case arc a;;c = 36.7 psi 
(0.253 MPa), a;'J = 10.1 psi (0.0696 MPa), a; = 20.5 psi (0.1413 MPa). 
and C = 2.5. 

Fig. 8 shows the test data on overconsolidated clays (rOCR = 24) obtained 
by Henkel (1956). The parameters med are (T;, = 41.2 psi, a7;r = 4.3 psi, 
CT~ = 37.1 psi, C = 2.9, and ao = 20. The results from the microplane 
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model can reproduce the main features of the behavior of the materiaL such 
as slight strain softening and dilatancy in the case of the drained samples, 
and the variation of the pore water pressure in the case of undrained samples. 

Fig. 9 shows data fmm standard [Fig. 4(a)] and trw: [Fig. 9(h)] triaxial 
tests of clays obtained by Nakai et al. (1 (86). For both types of tests. the 
microplane model can COITectly reproduce the main trends of the different 
strain-stress relations. The parameter values for this case are CT/~C = 40.3 psi. 
CT~T = 8.9 psi, CT~ = 31.7 psi, and C = 3.0. 

Fig. 10 shows several data from plane-strain tests carried out by Hambly 
(1972). The parameters used are a~( = 35.2 psi (0245 MPa), a~T = 7.6 
psi (0.0524 MPa). a; = 20.5 psi (0.141 MPa), C = 2.5, and (/0 = 15. The 
data correspond to different states of stress and strain. with different pro-
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portion between stresses or strains, and with undrained as well as drained 
conditions. The theoretical curves show an acceptable agreement with the 
experimental data in all cases. 

Fig. I) ,hows compari'ions with oedometric tests carried out by Crooks 
and Graham ( 1')76). It can be seen that the microplane model can be adjusted 
closely to the experimental results, including the value of the preconsoli
dation pre,sure. The parameters used are (r;)( = 40.3 psi (0.278 MPa), 
(r;n ~ ').7 psi (0.066') MPa), (T; = 37.1 psi (0.256 MPa), and C = 2.9. 

Finally. it has been found that the present model can provide good agree
ment with undrained triaxial extension tests performed by Balasubramanian 
and Uddin (1977), shown in Fig. 12 [parameters: (f~c = 15.6 psi (0.1070 
MPa), u;)! = 6.5 psi (0.0448 MPa), u; = 16.5 psi (O.I138 MPa), and C 
= 2')1. and with undrained cubical triaxial test, on Grunditc clay carried 
out by Lade and Musante (1978). shown in Fig. 13 [parameters: u~( = 49.3 
psi (10.334 MPa). (T;" = 13.7 psi (10.0945 MPa). (T; = 51.3 psi (lO.3537 
MPa). and C = 3.5J. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I. The microplane formulation, previously developed for hrittle materials 
Iconcrete and rocks) has been extended to include the triaxial inelastic behavior 
of soils. It has been found that a formulation sirl1llar to the one presented for 
concrete can he used for soils and can describe all the behavior normally modeled 
hy the critical state theory, as well as strain softening of overconsolidated soils. 
plain strain and stress and other multiaxial complex loading histories, and es
pecially anisotropy. 

2. The work presented is also an cxtcnsion of a simplified model devcloped 
earlier for deviatorie erccp of draincd soils. A pore water pressure term is in
cluded in a manner that gives undrained as well as drained behavior as special 
cases. The model scems capahle of reproducing well thc main trends of both 
types of hehavior, including the pore-pressure variation (for undrained tests) and 
the vnlume changc (for drained tests). 

3. The nurnbcr of parameters that must be adjusted to fit complex test data 
(fivc at the most. four in some cases) is small enough for practical purposes. 

4. The present formulation can he used as a general constitutivc cquation in 
nonlinear finite clement programs. 

5. The present model is explicit in the sense that no iterations arc required to 
obtain a stress state from a given initial strain state and strain incrcment. There
fore, its use in a finitc element code is easy and efficient. as is a similar model 
recently developed for concrete (despite the need to integrate over a hemisphere, 
typical of the microplanc formulations). 
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